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 Sedona Ramos is a dedicated public servant. Fluent in three languages, 
with looks that allow her to pass for Hispanic, Native American, or Middle 
Eastern, she is a valuable asset to the super-secret National Security 
Agency. When she accidentally stumbles upon a mysterious series of 
satellite images revealing activity at a shuttered nuclear facility in war-
torn Iraq, somebody wants her dead.  
 
With danger lurking at every turn and not knowing who among her 
colleagues might be involved, Sedona risks her life to get the 
information to the one person she can trust-the president.  
 
The implications of Sedona's discovery are clear and quite possibly 
catastrophic. Potential suspects include foreign terrorists, high-ranking 
Cabinet members, and assorted others. Whomever the president picks 
for this mission must be above reproach.  
Vaughn Elliott is enjoying her self-imposed isolation on a remote 
island, content to live in quiet anonymity. But when old friend Katherine 
Kyle brings an urgent SOS from the president of the United States, 
duty trumps comfort.  
 
Time is of the essence. Vaughn, Sedona, and a hand-picked team of 
ex-operatives and specialists must figure out what's really going on 
outside Baghdad, stop it, and unmask the forces behind the plot. If 
they fail at any point along the way, it could mean the loss of millions of 
lives.  
 
Will Vaughn and company unravel the mysteries in time? The trail of 
clues stretches from the Middle East to Washington. The list of people 
who want to kill them is long. And the stakes have never been higher... 
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